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Vionaro Drawer System

Grass has set out to create a new drawer concept that promotes clean, well-defined lines coupled
with superb functional technology; the result is the new Vionaro Drawer System.
Current drawer solutions are slide systems for wooden boxes and double wall drawer systems.
Vionaro creates a new drawer system offering a unique innovative design, slim drawer dimensions
and high grade material. The cubist drawer system with its strong right angles offers a slim 13mm
double wall side, guaranteeing more interior storage space in the drawer. For the manufacturer the
only parts necessary are the drawer back, drawer bottom and decorative drawer front.
The Vionaro drawer members travel on Grass’ concealed undermount system, Dynapro. This
combination offers Vionaro excellent running performance due to synchronization mechanism. The
operating function of the slides remain unchanged even when moving heavy loads of up to 132
pounds, extra-large drawer boxes or high drawer front panels. The Vionaro has an extremely low
opening pull force and abrasion-resistant nylon rollers ensure smooth and even operation. Efficient
assembly of the drawer front with front fixing brackets provides a strong connection to ensure
drawer stability. Vionaro offers 3-dimensional adjustment; vertical, horizontal, and in a tilt angle.
Vionaro is offered in two heights, 89mm (3 ½”), and 185mm (7 ¼”). The color selection for Vionaro
in a powder coated steel is Sliver Grey, Graphite, and Golden Brown.
The standard Vionaro offers the Grass Soft-close mechanism which brings the drawer to a gentle
quiet close. Other closing options include the Sensomatic, an electro-magnetic opening system;
with just a light tap anywhere on the drawer front, the drawers seem to glide open on their own.
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Vionaro’s appearance is modern, elegant and timeless. The slim double-wall drawer sides with a
movement technology that has been proven many times over will spark enthusiasm of designers and
consumers alike and bring a new classic to the US market.
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